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Abstract 

 Hideo Kojima's Metal Gear Solid, (MGS) is widely recognized by both gamers and 

industry professionals as one of the most influential games of all time. Woven into the greater 

plot of MGS is a discussion of the well-established, oft-debated concept of Nature vs. Nurture, 

framed within the game narrative around the real-life context of the modern Genetics/Eugenics 

debate at large.  The narrative of MGS addresses this debate in a metaphorical way. Through the 

course of the story, it becomes evident that the characters of both Solid Snake and Liquid Snake 

(protagonist and antagonist, respectively) are character foils--contrasting analogs of each other in 

a myriad of ways (Good vs. Evil, Free Will vs. Fate, etc). With the two sides of this debate being 

represented as characters, the literal struggle between them becomes the debate itself, with the 

victor in this battle representing the supposed moral of this story.  

 In this paper, we commit to a close critical reading of the narrative and plot of MGS, 

paying particular attention to the character foil of Solid and Liquid Snake, in order to  

1. explicate the layers of meaning present within the character foil of the protagonist Solid 

Snake, and the primary antagonist Liquid Snake, and in doing so render an interpretation 

relative to both the foil itself and the overall narrative of the game 

2. examine how the character foil present in MGS behaves in an interactive video game, and 

in doing so, we can make some meaningful inferences about how appropriate such a kind 

of literary device is for the interactive medium of games 

Addressing these questions using a popular game such as MGS as the focus of the study can 

potentially render insights into game design with respect to narrative and will contribute to an 

understanding of narrative design practices for interactive video games, especially those which 
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are narrative-centric. Our observations in this regard indicate that while Character Foils can 

function in interactive video games, it is to the advantage of the designer to employ Character 

Foils either amongst NPCs only, or, as is the case with MGS, to use a foil with a Player 

Character which is sufficiently understood to be separate from the Player.  
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Background 

 In 1998, video game industry giant Konami released Metal Gear Solid on the Sony 

Playstation (Konami, 1998).  The brainchild of Hideo Kojima, MGS was the highly-anticipated 

third installment of the popular eponymous franchise established by the 1987 MSX2 computer 

game title Metal Gear (Konami, 1987). The original Metal Gear game, also written and 

developed by Kojima, was one of the first major examples of a game in the so-called "Stealth" 

genre of games, characterized by an emphasis on having the player avoid conflict with and/or 

detection by enemy Non-Player Characters (NPCs). This very characteristic would go on to 

define the Stealth genre itself, manifesting in all the subsequent titles of the MGS franchise and 

would eventually manifest itself as similar game play elements in other popular games such as 

Splinter Cell (2002). 

 The 1998 release of MGS builds on the story established by the two previous titles, 

wherein the player assumes the role of the protagonist Solid Snake, a member of the fictional 

American military Special Forces unit FOXHOUND. Many of the games in the Metal Gear 

franchise find the protagonist (either Solid Snake or some similarly-skilled doppelganger) tasked 

with a mission to prevent the development/deployment of a military super-weapon oftentimes 

codenamed "Metal Gear." MGS also generally follows this relatively rigid plot formula and the 

16-year enduring legacy of the game MGS is evidenced by its various reiterations and spin-offs 

in to other media and games, as well as the continuation of the franchise itself (Konami, 2014).  

MGS is widely considered by both the gaming community and video game industry at large to be 

one of the more commercially-successful examples of what a video game is capable of in terms 

of depth and execution of a story and entertainment, with the majority of the criticisms of this 

game centering on the heavy-handed narrative structure of the game which makes liberal employ 
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of non-interactive cinematic components to convey the majority of the game's embedded plot 

(Nelson 1998; Gerstmann, 1998; Wilson, 2010).    

 Very significant portions of the core plot of MGS are devoted simply towards the 

explication of the background and relationship of the protagonist Solid Snake, and the antagonist 

Liquid Snake, and the implications of their shared origins. Furthermore, the game narrative then 

uses a character foil, or an intentional character comparison, often between characters who are 

opposing opposites of one another (Foil, 2014) in order to make an intellectual commentary on 

the concept of Nature vs. Nurture. 

 As a focus of study, MGS presents an intriguing case study with a sufficiently-ample 

amount of material to inspect and analyze from a variety of angles. Specifically however, in this 

paper we commit to a close critical reading of the embedded narrative of MGS, and the goals of 

this paper are two-fold:   

1. To explicate the layers of meaning present within the character foil of the protagonist 

Solid Snake, and the primary antagonist Liquid Snake, and in doing so render an 

interpretation relative to both the foil itself and the overall narrative of the game 

2. To examine how the character foil present in MGS behaves in an interactive video game, 

and in doing so, we can make some meaningful inferences about how appropriate such a 

kind of literary device is for the interactive medium of games 

Essentially, we are asking "What deeper meanings can be found in this major character foil," and 

"Does this sort of thing even work in an interactive video game?" Addressing these questions 

using a popular game such as MGS as the focus of the study can potentially render insights into 
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game design with respect to narrative and will contribute to an understanding of narrative design 

practices for interactive video games, especially those which are narrative-centric. 

 To that end, this endeavor begins with Metal Gear Solid, a significantly popular video 

game example that expresses itself strongly as a candidate for academic study due to its overt 

emphasis on story and narrative and its deliberate use of character foil metaphor. 

   

Discussion 

 In order to better understand the primary character foil, its multiple levels of meaning, 

and how that behaves in an interactive game, the narrative of MGS will firstly be discussed in 

terms of its overall narrative structure within the game. Subsequently, the thematic content of the 

game narrative will be discussed using specific examples of the game dialog which highlight the 

main themes present in the narrative. Lastly, the character foil of Liquid and Solid Snake will be 

examined, relative to the themes identified in the section prior. From this, design inferences can 

be made regarding how effective this sort of conventionally-literary device can potentially be in 

interactive game design at large. 

 

The Narrative Structure in MGS 

 The Narrative Structure of MGS, that is to say, the way in which a story may be 

experienced during play, is conveyed primarily through in-game character dialogs and cinematic 

cutscenes of considerable length and frequency.  Both of these types of narrative elements occur 

often throughout the course of the game, and are linked together by direct conventional 
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gameplay in order to create the narrative landscape of the game. As expressed in Figure 1 below, 

it is upon this narrative landscape which a game player may experience the plot of MGS. 

 

 The portions of story-only dialog elements which cannot be altered or interacted with by 

the game player (save for being sped-through or skipped), easily account for a great majority of 

the total average gameplay time required to complete the game, which can average up to just 

over three hours, sans gameplay (Konami, 2012).  For any video game in general, this can be 

considered unconventional in terms of the ratio between time allotted to gameplay and story-only 

elements, and is often cited as a criticism of the game in general (IGN, 1998). More specifically, 

many have argued that there is simply too much story and not enough play.  

 However, while the cinematic scenes are by no means mandatory (and may be skipped 

via button press), they do function as equally-integral to both the gameplay and the story. To put 

this in context, to a first-time player, skipping a dialog scene may preclude them from knowing 

how to solve the problem at hand, and additionally serves to create a gameplay experience that 

can potentially be a string of non-sequitur tasks, bereft of context. As it exists as a benefit to the 

gaming experience, the dialog-heavy structure of MGS places emphasis on the thematic, and at 

times didactic tone of the story in a way that most conventional video games are reluctant to do 

so.  
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Themes of Nature vs. Nurture in MGS 

 As a narrative, MGS is characteristically heavy-handed when it comes to introducing 

themes. The greater plot of MGS is saturated by a discussion of the well-established, oft-debated 

concept of Nature versus Nurture.  That is to say, many of the characters openly discuss their 

motivations, which can be categorized with relative ease along a spectrum bookended by a 

concession to destiny on one end and a fierce free will on the other. Furthermore, this rhetorical 

discussion is framed within the real-life context of the modern Genetics/Eugenics debate at large.    

HAL EMMERICH. The truth is, my grandfather was part of the Manhattan Project.  He 

suffered with the guilt for the rest of his life.  And my father, he was born on August 6, 

1945. 

SOLID SNAKE. The day of the Hiroshima bomb. God's got a sense of humor alright. 

HAL EMMERICH. Three generations of Emmerich men. We must have the curse of 

nuclear weapons written into our DNA. 

 The above quote from the game is one of the many examples of where the greater 

metaphor of Nature versus Nurture (and to an extent, Fate versus Free Will) evidences itself.  Hal 

Emmerich, lead engineer on the Metal Gear Project, is told for the first time that the fruit of his 

scientific endeavors, originally intended to be used for defense of the nation, is to be re-tasked as 

the ultimate nuclear weapon.  Emmerich ruminates on the irony of his current situation, as he has 

inadvertently become the newest member of his family to have intertwined destinies with the 

nuclear age.  One may even be able to infer from the dialog that he seems to find it ironically 

fitting that he continue this morbid family tradition, even if he is aware of it or not. At its heart, 
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the story of MGS poses the following question: "Am I only the sum of either my genetic code, or 

the sum of my experiences to this point?"  

 In turn, each of the major characters in MGS is confronted by this over-arching notion of 

Nature vs. Nurture and throughout the course of the game they each have a chance to consider 

these questions in terms of their roles in the story. Particularly, this occurs in MGS during special 

post-boss-battle cutscenes in which Solid Snake listens to the valediction of the boss opponent he 

has just slain. Each of these pre-death confessionals is considerably lengthy and reminiscent of 

pseudo-Shakespearean monologues. Despite the profuse cinematic exposition of these cutscenes, 

the main message is evident--it is in these narrative encounters that Solid Snake (and 

consequently, the Player Character) learn about each of the bosses' takes on the Nature vs. 

Nurture debate. 

 Though each of the bosses' answers differ contextually, the common theme here is that all 

of them seem to be more on the Nature/pre-destiny side of the spectrum--they seem to concede 

or believe that their actions as soldiers and warriors stems from their very nature, and that such 

an idea also accounts for the darkness found in humanity at large. Psycho Mantis cites that every 

mind he has ever read shares the same atavistic need to obey their inherent genetic imperatives 

and pass on one's genes, and subsequently reads Solid Snake's future, further indicating his 

preference for pre-destiny. Sniper Wolf contends that her nature and principles as a soldier stem 

directly from her identification as a Kurd. Such an identification brings with it all of the cultural 

and historical context of that people, and also underscores the harsh realities and necessities of 

living practically and without remorse--in her esteem, she is the very form and function of war.  

The shamanistic Vulcan Raven seems to almost be a caricature of both Nature and the 

supernatural--speaking from the viewpoint of the essentialist qualities of the soul, he trusts in the 
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immutability of his spirit to ensure that he will "return to Mother Earth" who bore him and watch 

Solid Snake from the spirit world. Ultimately, all of these boss characters represent slightly 

differing aspects of the same idea: that you cannot deny who you essentially are. 

 

Nature vs. Nurture via Character Foil 

 While this aspect of Nature vs. Nurture is evident with each of the main boss characters, 

this issue is addressed in the most direct way when it comes to protagonist and Player Character 

Solid Snake, and the primary antagonist Liquid Snake. Through the course of the story, it 

becomes evident that the characters of both Solid Snake and Liquid Snake are direct character 

foils --contrasting analogs of each other in a myriad of ways (Good vs. Evil, Free Will vs. Fate). 

Most importantly, both Snakes are thusly revealed to be twins at the climax of the narrative:  

 LIQUID. Yes, twins, but we're not ordinary twins... we're twins linked by cursed genes. 

 Les enfants terribles. You're fine. You got all the old man's dominant genes. I got all the 

 flawed, recessive genes. Everything was done so that you would be the greatest of his 

 children. The only reason I exist is so they could create you. 

 SOLID SNAKE. I was the favorite, huh. 

 LIQUID. That's right! I'm just the leftovers of what they used to make you. Can you 

 understand what it's like to know that you're garbage since the day you were born?  

 

 This fact, when revealed to the player, further reinforces the character foil and 

subsequently sets up a very direct and potent metaphor for the Nature vs. Nurture debate being 

addressed by the plot of this game. The antagonist, Liquid Snake, is perpetually tormented by the 
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fact that he is merely a byproduct of an experiment intended to create another, and that he has no 

genetic purpose or reason to exist other than that he was the eventuality of the project.  

 Furthermore, Liquid seems to be obsessed with the ideas of how a person's genes serve as 

a physiological fate-keeper of sorts: 

 LIQUID. In Nature, family members don't mate with each other. And yet they help 

 each other to survive. Do you know why? It increases the chance that their genes will

 be passed on to a new generation. Altruism among blood relatives is a response to 

 natural selection. It's called the Selfish Gene Theory. 

 SOLID SNAKE. You're telling me that your genes are ordering you to save the 

 Genome  Soldiers? 

 LIQUID. You can't fight your genes. It's fate. All living things are born for the sole 

 purpose of passing on their parents' genes. That's why I'll follow what my genes tell me. 

 And then I'm going to go beyond. In order to break the curse of my heritage. And to do 

 that, first I will kill you. 

 

 To Liquid, the issue is very decidedly one-sided: when it comes to determining one's fate 

at large, genes play a larger (if not the only) role. Genetics are a limitation to be surpassed. In 

this respect, the character of Liquid represents the polar extreme of the debate of the essentialist 

side of the Nature vs. Nurture gradient. 

 On the other hand, the protagonist Solid Snake does not appear to be affected as much by 

the idea that genes are a very potent governing force in a person's life. In fact, at one point in the 

narrative he denounces the importance of genes altogether: 
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 SOLID SNAKE. What's wrong, Naomi? 

 NAOMI. Nothing... I'm just surprised you're willing to sacrifice yourself... you've got 

 the genes of a soldier, not a savior. 

 SOLID SNAKE. Trying to say that I'm only interested in saving my own skin? 

 NAOMI. I wouldn't go that far but... 

 SOLID SNAKE. I don't know what the hell my genes look like and I don't care. I operate 

 on instinct…I'm going to save Meryl.  I don't need an excuse. 

 

 Within the context of the greater metaphor, if Liquid Snake is the manifestation of the 

idea that fate is genetically-bound, then Solid Snake represents the polar opposite of that 

metaphor. To Solid Snake, the very concept of genes and genetic fate do not even register as a 

consideration to his life or his mission. Where the very idea of any type of "genetic fate" would 

serve to drive Liquid Snake to acts of paramount malevolence, Solid Snake's treatment of that 

very idea as a non-issue emphasizes the underlying theme of opposing forces, particular those of 

Nature vs. Nurture.  With the two sides of this debate being represented as characters, the literal 

struggle between them becomes the debate itself. One can then infer a meaning from the eventual 

outcome of the struggle, wherein considering the victor in this battle leads one to the supposed 

moral of this story.  

 Ultimately, Solid Snake wins out over Liquid, constituting a commentary on how Free 

Will/Nurture has the potential to win out over Fate/Nature. Central to this victory, however, is 

FoxDie, a plot device which takes the form of a fictional, genetically-engineered retrovirus 

developed for subtle and precise assassination. As the character Dr. Naomi Hunter puts it: 
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 NAOMI. FoxDie is a type of retrovirus that targets and kills only specific people.  First, 

 it infects the macrophages in the victim's body.  FoxDie contains smart enzymes,  created 

 through protein engineering.  They're programmed to respond to specific genetic patterns 

 in the cells. 

 SOLID SNAKE. Those enzymes recognize the target's DNA? 

 NAOMI. Right. They respond by becoming active, and using the macrophages, they 

 begin creating TNF epsilon.  It's a type of cytokine, a peptide which causes cells to die.  

 The TNF epsilon is carried along the bloodstream to the heart, where they attach to the 

 TNF receptors in the heart cells…the heart cells suffer a shock and undergo an extreme 

 apoptosis. Then... the  victim dies. 

 

 Through the course of the plot, the player learns that Solid Snake has been secretly 

injected with the FoxDie virus from the start of the mission, and has been unknowingly 

spreading the virus throughout the facility, infecting everyone he comes in contact with. As 

stipulated by Hunter, FoxDie is a selective killer and only kills those whose DNA profiles have 

been pre-programmed into it before deployment. As such, through FoxDie, Snake ends up 

infecting everyone he comes into contact with, consequently (and unwittingly) assassinating 

those who are on the FoxDie kill list, including DARPA Chief Donald Anderson and Armstech 

President Kenneth Baker. Also programmed into the FoxDie kill code is Liquid Snake, who 

presumably succumbs to its effects at the end of the game. This presents one of the more 

irreconcilable conundrums presented in the plot of MGS. The syllogism runs thusly: if Liquid 

Snake is on the FoxDie kill list, and Solid Snake is a genetic twin of Liquid Snake, then it 

follows that Solid Snake is also susceptible to the lethal effects of FoxDie. 
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 With the realization that Liquid is indeed slain by the FoxDie virus, players and 

characters alike begin to immediately speculate on the implied fate of the protagonist. By all 

logic and reason, he should drop dead next to his twin brother.  But something is out of joint and 

fundamentally unaccounted for: Solid Snake does not die as a result of FoxDie. When he 

petitions Dr. Naomi Hunter for an answer to why he is still standing, she simply explains: 

 NAOMI. Each person is born with their fate written into their own genetic code... it's 

 unchangeable, immutable… But I was wrong… you can input all the genetic information, 

 but that doesn't make them into the strongest soldiers. The most we can say about DNA is 

 that it governs a person's potential strengths... potential destiny. You mustn't allow 

 yourself to be chained to fate... to be ruled by your genes… Snake, whether or not you're 

 in the FoxDie program isn't important. The important thing is that you choose life... And 

 then live! 

 

 While this explanation constitutes a rather hasty deus ex machina and does arguably very 

little to account for why Solid Snake did not get killed by FoxDie, it does potentially express the 

stance of the game as a whole--that within the context of this debate on Genetic Fate vs. Free 

Will, it can be a combination of the two forces, with considerable influence coming from both 

ends of the spectrum, and the ultimate choice being left up to the individual as to which of these 

is more or less responsible for the particular disposition of a person.  Furthermore, Naomi's 

response sets up the relationship of Nature vs. Nurture not in a mutually-exclusive binary way, 

but rather more like a system, where the Nature aspects of genetics and essence constitute a kind 

of system state space, and the Nurture aspects being representative of the degree of freedom an 

individual has within that space.  
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 Though this explanation punctuates the game in a way that allows for a wide range of 

interpretations, interestingly enough the overall narrative of MGS seems to refrain from making a 

final overt judgment. The game narrative wraps up not long after the above exchange, with Solid 

Snake and either Meryl or Otacon resolving to simply forge ahead and live. However, while the 

characters seem to have made up their own minds about what happened and the game itself 

concludes, as with all games, the player's life does not conclude and she is subsequently left to 

speculate on what has happened in light of what has been inferred. The potential cumulative 

effect of the story and game is one that seems to ask (without actually asking), "So, what do you 

think about all that?" In MGS, a game that is characterized by a reliance on standard, static 

narrative cutscenes and a relative lack of interactivity, the final choice and determination about 

what to make of Nature vs. Nurture is ultimately and ironically left open and unanswered.  

 

The Character Foil in Modern Video Games 

 From our close critical reading of MGS, it can be safely inferred that character foils can 

indeed exist in a sufficiently functional way in modern interactive video games and the narratives 

which they contain and express. Specifically, the character foil of Solid and Liquid Snake in this 

game at least adequately demonstrates that multiple layers of meaning can be potentially 

assigned to certain characters, and that through the interaction and juxtapositioning of that 

character's literary opposite, more interpretations can potentially be discovered. 

 However, in the case of MGS, the character foil is peculiar because it is a foil between the 

antagonist and protagonist of the game, and therefore between the game's two primary and most 

important characters. This has been done before in conventional literature, such as the widely-

known protagonist/antagonist character foil of Dr. Victor Frankenstein and his Monster (Shelley, 
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1999), but in the case of MGS, it is important to note that the protagonist of Solid Snake is also 

the Player Character, which in an interactive storytelling medium such as games then means that 

there are other dimensions of narrative transmission which must be considered here. 

 With the modern video game, especially those which are narrative in nature, there can 

never be a true guarantee that the thoughts and motivations of the Player Character (and relative 

plot) are ever fully aligned with those of the Player. In MGS, the Player Character of Solid Snake 

is a genetically-engineered living legend of the Special Forces community, which by 

circumstance puts him in a class and lifestyle that few conventional gamers can meaningfully 

relate to. This point represents a fundamental disconnect between the Player and the Player 

Character at the first point of contact with the game. Gamers will likely not fully understand 

Solid Snake's intentions or motivations, and will know even less about Snake's background prior 

to the start of the game. At most, gamers can perhaps wish to be like the legendary Solid Snake. 

However, due to this fundamental disconnect, it is difficult to say whether Players, which are 

essentially the true audience members/experiencers of this medium, will get the utmost meaning 

out of a character foil which is in this case, by design, meant to contrast the Solid Snake (and by 

extension, the Player) to Liquid Snake. 

 In this case, meaning is only important to the player in so far as they are willing to adopt 

the role of Solid Snake--to pretend to be him, and adopt his fictional stance in relation to the 

events in the game, and more importantly, to the antagonist Liquid Snake. MGS exhibits a bit of 

a compromise in this regard--the protagonist and Player Character Solid Snake is a fairly blank 

slate who is as functionally ignorant of the current situation as the real life player who is 

controlling him, and because he is a tabula rasa, Players can potentially step into his role with a 

minimum of contextual clash. In Jordan Jackson's usage of the term perspectives, Solid Snake is 
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in this case somewhere between an Avatar and an Assumed Persona perspective. With an Avatar, 

the Player Character is a proxy vessel lacking thoughts, opinions, or emotions  (and in some 

cases, a voice or dialog) of his own which the player can inhabit in order to experience the 

contents of the story in the game. By contrast, Jackson's Assumed Persona perspective type 

actually does exhibit some of those personality and will traits (Jackson, 2009).  

 Within the narrative context of the game, Solid Snake does indeed have his own dialog 

which belies his own feelings and opinions on certain matters in the game, but at the worst case 

in all other matters, he seems to be as functionally-clueless as a first-time player. In citing as 

much, it becomes evident that the character foil in MGS which foils the two main characters--one 

of whom is simultaneously the eyes of the player and an observed other--may not be the most 

effective usage of a character foil in an interactive game. It is a contentious phenomenon in MGS 

which is functional if the game is analyzed strictly as a narrative, but seems fundamentally 

misplaced in an interactive medium where the observer/Player assumes the role of the character 

which is actually being foiled. 

 

Conclusion 

 In this paper, the game MGS was analyzed in terms of the major character foil of Solid 

and Liquid Snake in order to explicate the meanings and commentary on the theme of Nature vs. 

Nurture. Through this analysis, it could be seen that while character foils, a literary technique 

hailing from conventional literature, can exist and function in the narrative structures of 

interactive games, this technique becomes functionally negligible if the Player Character is one 

of the characters being foiled.  
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 Having cited as much, our conclusion in this paper is that game designers wishing to 

incorporate the use of character foils into their narrative design should try to avoid foiling the 

Player Character, as that is functionally similar to attempting to foil the player, who could 

potentially be anyone. As the Player is essentially a variable element, a character foil involving a 

Player Character represents a situation that is also potentially variable and consequently not a 

situation which is conducive to constructing an effective character foil. This is not to say 

however, that the practice of incorporating character foils in order to highlight or address a 

narrative theme is unsuitable for the game medium--precedent shows that this is more than 

possible. Rather, as this example of MGS shows, character foil can potentially function better if it 

is used only for NPCs. Future work regarding this analysis will involve examining other games 

with similar narrative devices and character foils in order to draw a more meaningful comparison. 
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